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The Laureate in Wealth Strategy 
One-Year Certification Program

“Achieve quiet confidence to work with wealthy families while 
practicing profitably, efficiently, and with passion.” 
                                                                                        David K. Cahoone

Continuous Training 

And Insight To 

Attract And Engage 

Wealthy Clients And 

The Advisors They 

Work With



Many professionals reach a point in their career where they have achieved a certain level of success, 
yet find themselves unfulfilled.  Their practice is routine and while enjoyable, it brings no excitement 
or challenge.  They begin to feel a desire to mature in their business, and be compensated for their 
experience, wisdom, and the value they produce for clients.

Many advisors reach this plateau and ask themselves:  
Is this all there is?

The Laureate Center for Wealth Advisors is the answer to taking your business to the next level –  
a level where you can:

• work with clients and advisors who appreciate your expertise, 
• have more fun, and 
• increase your compensation.

This collaborative environment allows advisors from all disciplines to take the best from our collective 
experiences, and together, create a purposeful, profitable, and fulfilling place for our clients and ourselves.

The inter-disciplinary Laureate Programs provide 
you a place to go to:

• stay up to date with technical and industry changes, and more importantly 
• share and learn what’s working and not working in our ever-changing market in the areas of:
 Technical, Practice Management, and Case Studies.  

Okay,
I’m a successful professional. 
Now what?



May August November
Technical Integrated discount, gift, sales, asset protection, 

and wealth transfer and replacement strategies.  

Review “recent developments” that are practical 
and relevant to bring real value to our clients.

Income tax, lifetime and testamentary 
charitable strategies. 

New technical/legal matters and other changes in 
the world since our last meeting; how to best plan 
today in the ever changing environment.

Putting it all together. Comparing, 
choosing, and crunching the numbers to 
combine varied legal, financial, and tax 
strategies to serve the client’s goals.  

Practice 
Management

The Review Engagement: Attracting and 
engaging affluent clients through branding, 
image and marketing. Memos, letters, 
forms, and processes for The Confident 
Introduction, The Introductory Visit. The 
Gathering, The Evaluation Meeting, and 
The Initial Visit Retreat. 

The Design Engagement: Memos, letters, 
forms, and processes for  The Analyze & Test, 
The Building the Plan, The Presenting the 
Preliminary Plan, and The Presenting the 
Enhanced Plan Meetings. 

The Implementation Engagement: 
Memos, letters, forms, and processes for 
The Implementation Meeting and The 
Confirmation Meeting. Review of attracting 
and engaging affluent clients. 

Case Study Where the rubber meets the road to combine Technical, Practice Management, and Case Study.
In the Laureate case studies, members are divided into interdisciplinary groups that work collaboratively to review, design, and present 
advanced plans to the class.  In a “safe environment,” members and instructors offer constructive criticism and improvements on not 
only the technical design but also presentation styles and attributes. This gives the students the opportunity to learn from each others’ 
presentation as much as their own. All group presentations as well as the actual complete design book are put together from each session 
into the Laureate’s “Integrated Strategies Playbook” for each member to take to their own practices. 

Integrate technical concepts and client goals, hone presentation skills, raise confidence, balance each advisor’s agenda, and refine closing skills.  

Curriculum 
Overview

The Laureate in Wealth Strategies is taught over one year, in three, three-day sessions, plus attendance at the two day Gathering.  
In each session you learn elements from each of the Three Pillars that you can immediately implement into your practice to 
generate revenue.  

The Three Pillars of The Curriculum Are:

Counseling

 Wealth Strategies Client Engagement & Partnering:
 Achieving client’s specific goals through the process of Review, Design, and Implementation through  
 authority on and clarity of:

• Problem and what’s behind it
•  Possible Solutions when former goals are less or not important
•  Implementation and commitment to solution, timeline, and responsibilities 

 
 More attention paid to

• Rapport – a continued feeling of connection
•  Relevance – Current personal perspective related to the subject
•  Expanding engagement
•  Encouraging “new/deeper/clearer thought and what’s behind it” 
            ∆ “Suspect Thought”  
            ∆ Resulting in former goals as less or not important
• Understanding and committing to “We Can Help”
• Proactive commitment to process
• Expectations – setting, continuously reaffirming, achieving, and “whole plus one”

PraCtiCe ManageMent - ProCesses & ProtoCols 
• Processes that worked before may not support a practice serving wealthy clients – receive and fine  

tune processes and systems to support you and your team’s implementation of LWS
• Continuously enhance your systems to stay current with process, team, and technology changes
• Continually enhance your protocols of how to interact with client and advisors, as our industry is  

impacted by tax, marketing, legal/financial, and media influences 

Case studies – review, design, and iMPleMentation labs 
• In our Practice Labs, through skits and role playing, you will practice on each other, not your clients.
• A safe environment to learn to explain complex financial, tax, and legal strategies in models your clients can understand
• In each session collaborate to create your group’s version of that case’s design plan and then present and combine 

with others to create that session’s “Integrated Strategies Playbook” 
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Contact us today to schedule your Practice Enhancement Evaluation.  

JEnnifEr HartwEll, Programs Director
connect@laureatecenter.com

  858-200-1919             

 3636 nobel Drive, Suite 450 | San Diego, Ca  92122
www.laureatecenter.com

                  

It is so great to have a 
process that allows me to get 
paid for the creative work 
that goes into designing a 
plan for taxable estates — 
intellectual property that I 
used to give away for free. 

The clients are thrilled because they have a 
clear understanding of what they are getting 
for their investment, and they take the process 
more seriously. Thanks so much for helping 
me to create the tools and language that take 
me to the next level in my practice! 
      Lori Adasiewicz

               Menlo Park, California

The Laureate Program has 
been invaluable to my growth 
as an attorney in the high net 
worth arena.  The program 
is unique in that it integrates 
advanced legal-technical 

education with a process for attracting and 
working collaboratively with high net worth 
advisors and their clients.  Having a process 
to foster collaboration is critical to providing 
consistent, high-level service.   

In the Laureate case studies, the members 
are divided into interdisciplinary groups that 
work collaboratively to design and present an 
advanced plan to the other Laureate Members. 
Having the ability to present these plans to our 
peers in a “safe environment” has honed my 
presentation skills and raised my confidence.
     Marc Selden 
 New York, New York 

Servicing the high-net worth family is an acquired 
skill far surpassing technical knowledge. Each team 
member needs to understand and master their role 
in the process. Financial planners, insurance agents, 
accountants, and attorneys can learn how to come 
together and achieve unparalleled success in the high-
net worth arena at the Laureate program.

 
Vito Lanuti

                                                                                 Huntington Beach, California

The Laureate in Wealth Strategies process is so 
well-thought through and laid out. It is not just a 
laboratory experiment but instead a program filled 
with a series of sessions designed for members to 
share the things that have worked and that haven’t 
out of their actual practices. Overall, this program is 
a chance to see many legal, technical, and financial 
strategies integrated in a practical way. The program 
ties everything (that’s practical and relevant) together.       
    Lewis Dymond

 Frisco, Colorado

Our CPA Firm enjoys 
working with affluent families 
and especially those with 
strong real estate interests. 
The Laureate Programs have 
added a new dimension to 
our collaborative, design, and 

implementation skills. Practicing these skills 
and advance techniques in live case studies 
with other Laureates has enhanced the way we 
do business.    Laura Stees

               San Diego, California

the laureate Program has been without a doubt 
the program that has raised my “quiet confidence” 
level in working with high-net worth individuals and 
families. when the clients and their advisors see that 
confidence, they are more likely to act positively on our 
recommendations. Paying attention to the “3 Pillars” in 
my practice has raised the profitability of the practice, 
as well as the enjoyment of helping families meet 
their goals.  

          
Richard Abbondanza

Portland, Maine

Testimonials

i waited to join Joe and David in the laureate and 
after just the one session we took positive steps 
towards implementing the laureate Process in my 
practice.  Having a process to not only attract but 
also engage affluent, caring families, along with 
collaborative help in designing their plans, provides 
us with the comfort level and knowledge necessary 

to take our firm to the next level of client service and success.  The 
first year was a knock-out, and I look forward to seeing current and 
potential future friends next year.

Eden Rose Brown
Salem, Oregon



PARTICIPATION

MARKETING SUPPORT 
An important part of implementing the Laureate process is to successfully reflect what you do in your marketing.  
To support you, membership includes:

• Assistance with marketing language for websites, flyers and other materials
• Training on marketing strategies, wholesale and retail
• Laureate Member Ready-to-Use Marketing Materials:

- The Laureate Advisors Bureau Brochure – for graduates to explain to advisors what you do and how 
you can help them

- Laureate Wealth Strategies Planning Brochure – for members and graduates to explain to clients and 
their advisors what you do

- Laureate Gathering Fliers – to introduce advisors to this powerful opportunity of collaboration
- LWS Program Brochure – to share the powerful resources you have and elite group you now belong to

TEAM TRAINING
A key element of implementing any new process into your practice is the training and support of your team.  
Through internet and conference calls, the Laureate team works with your team to take ownership of the 
Laureate model and implement it into your practice.  We support your team in buying into the vision of your 
enhanced practice, taking ownership and accountability for its success and finding areas of growth for both 
the practice and themselves.  Our collaboration results in your team being empowered and excited by the 
opportunities created by Laureate rather than being reluctant or “too busy” to implement new strategies.

Your LWS also includes complimentary attendance at The Gathering, a premiere Laureate annual event.  

May August November
Technical Integrated discount, gift, sales, asset protection, 

and wealth transfer and replacement strategies.  

Review “recent developments” that are practical 
and relevant to bring real value to our clients.

Income tax, lifetime and testamentary 
charitable strategies. 

New technical/legal matters and other changes in 
the world since our last meeting; how to best plan 
today in the ever changing environment.

Putting it all together. Comparing, 
choosing, and crunching the numbers to 
combine varied legal, financial, and tax 
strategies to serve the client’s goals.  

Practice 
Management

The Review Engagement: Attracting and 
engaging affluent clients through branding, 
image and marketing. Memos, letters, 
forms, and processes for The Confident 
Introduction, The Introductory Visit. The 
Gathering, The Evaluation Meeting, and 
The Initial Visit Retreat. 

The Design Engagement: Memos, letters, 
forms, and processes for  The Analyze & Test, 
The Building the Plan, The Presenting the 
Preliminary Plan, and The Presenting the 
Enhanced Plan Meetings. 

The Implementation Engagement: 
Memos, letters, forms, and processes for 
The Implementation Meeting and The 
Confirmation Meeting. Review of attracting 
and engaging affluent clients. 

Case Study Where the rubber meets the road to combine Technical, Practice Management, and Case Study.
In the Laureate case studies, members are divided into interdisciplinary groups that work collaboratively to review, design, and present 
advanced plans to the class.  In a “safe environment,” members and instructors offer constructive criticism and improvements on not 
only the technical design but also presentation styles and attributes. This gives the students the opportunity to learn from each others’ 
presentation as much as their own. All group presentations as well as the actual complete design book are put together from each session 
into the Laureate’s “Integrated Strategies Playbook” for each member to take to their own practices. 

Integrate technical concepts and client goals, hone presentation skills, raise confidence, balance each advisor’s agenda, and refine closing skills.  

2013 Program Schedule  
    

The Gathering: February 21st-22nd
LWS Session 1 – May 9-11  
LWS Session 2 – August 8-10  
LWS Session 3 – November 7-9  
 

2014 Program Schedule
 

The Gathering: February 27th-28th 

LWS Session 1 – May 8-10
LWS Session 2 – August 14-16
LWS Session 3 – November 6-8

First Year Tuition: $11,700*
   

(Including the $500 application 
fee & attendance at the annual 
Gathering event.)
* Payment Plans Available

ONGOING ENHANCEMENT
After graduating from The Laureate in Wealth Strategies Program, students can continue as Laureate Circle 
members at $4,500/year.  This continued support provides:

• Continual updates on legal, tax and financial changes
• Team training and support for maximum implementation
• Leadership and direction in an ever-changing world
• Collaboration with advisors working with affluent families
• Annual attendance at The Gathering – the premiere event for estate, business, and wealth planners
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The Laureate in Wealth Strategy 
One-Year Certification Program

“Achieve quite confidence to work with wealthy families while practicing 
profitably, efficiently and with passion”. 
                                                                                        David K. Cahoone
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L au r e a t e
P L A N N I N G

A Laureate PLan is an enLightened “integrated WeaLth strategies”  

PLan for you, your business, and your famiLy.

Firm Name Here WealtH StrategieS 
PlaNNiNg alSo HelPS:

•	 Business	Owners;	
•	 Real	Estate	Owners;	and
•	 Families	with	Taxable	Estates

By reSolviNg:

•	 Messes;
•	 Transitions;
•	 Protection;	and
•	 Complex	tax	issues.

Laureate	Center
F O R  W e A L t h  A d v I s O R s

“Sample” Firm Name 

And Logo”

“Sample” Firm

Street, City, State 00000
Phone: 000-000-0000 • Fax: 000-000-0000 

www.xxxxxxxxxxxxx.com
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For More Advance Situations
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of Clients Made a RealityEnlightened Dreams
Do you desire to:
• Quarterback a team of advisors supporting your client
• Be called in as a team member by a quarterback for 

their client 
• Find your quiet confidence as a leader and resource to 

clients and their advisors
• Identify and implement tax, wealth, legal, and other 

technical strategies
• Explain complex strategies in understandable, 

client language
• Price for your intellectual property and the value  

you create 

• Improve closing techniques for complex plans
• Have clients hire you for your process, not for a 

product, strategy, or document
• Have a profitable business, not a job
• Have an efficient, effective, and process-oriented 

practice model
• Practice with energy, freedom, and passion
 - Energy to do what you want
 - Freedom to say no to what you don’t want
 - Passion for what you do

It’s Your Business, Your Future, Your Choice
If you want to enhance your practice, but are unsure if the Laureate Center is a fit for you, contact us to schedule a 
Practice Enhancement Evaluation today.  

During the Practice Enhancement Evaluation, we will evaluate your client base, your team support, your advisor base, 
your resources, and the vision you have of your practice to help you determine:

• If Laureate is a fit for you and your practice
• How quickly you can reasonably expect to generate revenue from the Laureate program
• what might be in the way of you implementing laureate into your practice
• the biggest opportunities you have that you can take advantage of by joining laureate
• what your most powerful strengths are, that have allowed you to succeed to this point and if the laureate Programs 

will serve those strengths

Contact us today to schedule your Practice Enhancement Evaluation.  

JEnnifEr HartwEll, Programs Director
connect@laureatecenter.com

  858-200-1919             

 3636 nobel Drive, Suite 450 | San Diego, Ca  92122
www.laureatecenter.com

                  


